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Our purpose
Build your future piece by piece aims to support educators, by
raising and developing their skills and improving teaching methods and tools through effective use of innovative solutions.
The consortium will develop innovative activities based on the
Building Based Upskilling (BBU) methodology.

BuildIT
partners
objectives
#BuildITproject
@Buildit

• Providing innovative educational tools
for adult educators: to ease learning process, to expand the competences of their
trainees.
• Producing brand-new models and educational resources adapted to adult education.
• Reshaping adult learning image:
attractive, accessible and usefull with innovative methods and to engaged learners.
@BuildIT.eu

Our methodology
The design of a handbook, build on the innovative methodology of
Building Based Upskilling. A new resource to catch the attention
of adult learners into courses and improve educators teaching
method and skills.
This handbook contains innovative and interactive educational
approaches, based on using building blocks, puzzles and other materials from which one can create and build in order to conceptualize and visualize abstract concepts. It will be divided into twelve
modules that will explain how to develop the fundamental skills
known as «transversal competences».

Our target
First group

NEETs and low
skilled adults.

Professionals involved in adult
education with whom the innovative methodologies will be tested
and validated to provide efficient
tools according to their needs.

Second group

Adult educators will use the BBU methodology, to improve
NEETs education skills and transversal competences, involve them and motivate them in their learning lessons,
giving them more possibilities to enter the job market.
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